NASA Internships and Career Opportunities

There are multiple opportunities for engineers, some with specializations sited, and some at higher GS (General Schedule, the pay schedule for federal employees) which require graduate work. Some require a commitment to doing 640 hours, which can be done during a regular school term (Fall or Spring) or over two summer sessions. Scheduling to achieve the 640 hours will be on a case-by-case basis if not specified in the announcement. Any student doing a Fall or Spring work term can be enrolled in our co-op program here at the Career Center.

Please advise students to apply early. The Agency has the option to close out the announcement early if it receives what it deems to be a sufficient number of applications.

Interested students will need to register on USAJOBS.gov in order to apply. I am available to assist any student as needed.

Bob Foley ‘69
Assistant Director of Experiential Education
Texas A&M University
209 John J. Koldus Building
1233 TAMU
College Station, TX 77843-1233
robert.foley@tamu.edu
Tel. 979-845-5139  Fax 979-845-2979

It would be greatly appreciated if you would distribute the enclosed job announcements to your student body and faculty. These openings are Pathways intern vacancies which is our new version of the Co-Op program. All internships are paid. If you have any questions, please contact Kathleen C. Powell at kathleen.c.powell@nasa.gov or 757-864-3062.

To search jobs at NASA, please visit USAJOBS site at http://www.usajobs.gov; or through links on NASAJobs at: http://nasajobs.nasa.gov. Resumes for all NASA SES vacancies must be submitted through an SES vacancy announcement on the USAJOBS at: http://www.usajobs.gov. For more information, see the "How to Apply" section of the specific NASA SES announcement.

To receive notification of vacancies opening between COB issues, please visit: http://usajobs.gov, create an account, and sign up for the Job Notification Services. Create a New Agent and you will receive an email notification when a vacancy that fits your pre-identified criteria becomes available. You must also use this page to set up job search agent that will include internal NASA announcements.
Below are links NASA Langley Research Center’s Pathways Intern Employment Program vacancy announcements. All internships are paid. Please ensure widest dissemination.

All vacancies are open: July 24, 2017 and will close on August 7, 2017

Vacancy LA17I0003 (Information Technology) posted successfully to USAJOBS. You may view the posting via this link: http://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/474820200

Vacancy LA17I0004 (Information Technology) posted successfully to USAJOBS. You may view the posting via this link: http://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/474821600

Vacancy LA17I0005 (Security) posted successfully to USAJOBS. You may view the posting via this link: http://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/474822900

Vacancy LA17I0006 (Research Engineer) posted successfully to USAJOBS. You may view the posting via this link: http://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/474824800

Vacancy LA17I0007 (Accounting & Budget) posted successfully to USAJOBS. You may view the posting via this link: http://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/474827700

Vacancy LA17I0008 (Accounting & Budget) posted successfully to USAJOBS. You may view the posting via this link: http://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/474831100

Vacancy LA17I0009 (Engineering) posted successfully to USAJOBS. You may view the posting via this link: http://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/474842000

Vacancy LA17I0010 (Engineering) posted successfully to USAJOBS. You may view the posting via this link: http://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/474844400
Vacancy LA17I0011 (Engineering) posted successfully to USAJOBS. You may view the posting via this link:
http://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/474844600

Vacancy LA17I0012 (Engineering Technician) posted successfully to USAJOBS. You may view the posting via this link:
http://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/474846100

Vacancy LA17I0013 (Engineering) posted successfully to USAJOBS. You may view the posting via this link:
http://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/474823400